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About This Game

A mysterious old house lies at the end of the lane. No one knows when or why it was abandoned, only that it's been there since
before the suburban housing development 5 years ago. Anyone unfortunate enough to cross its threshold is never seen again,

leading to more than a bit of neighborhood gossip. A few brave souls begin to trickle in to uncover the mystery for themselves,
oblivious of the fate that awaits them...

Play as Ghoul Kid, a mischievous ghost who possesses household objects to scare visitors to death. In this wave based game,
Ghoul Kid cannot be seen by humans. Use your wits and abilities to manipulate household objects so you can scare people to

death! Happy haunting!
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I can be my all time favorite character from Killing Floor...
.... but with ~boobs~ \u2665..... \u8fd9\u6e38\u620f\u6ca1\u6709\u6c49\u5316\u771f\u7684\u592a\u53ef\u60dc\u5566\uff0c\
u811a\u672c\u5199\u7684\u5f88\u4e0d\u9519\uff0c\u4f46\u662fCG\u4e4b\u7c7b\u7565\u5fae\u7c97\u7cd9\u4e86\u4e00\u
4e9b\uff0c\u65e5\u8bedN2\u7684\u7a0b\u5ea6\u52c9\u5f3a\u7b97\u662f\u770b\u5b8c\u4e86\u5168\u5468\u76ee\uff0c\u5e
0c\u671b\u8d35\u516c\u53f8\u80fd\u51fa\u66f4\u591a\u7684\u597d\u6e38\u620f\u5427\uff0c\u811a\u672c\u771f\u7684\u5
f88\u68d2\uff0c\u5f88\u4e45\u6ca1\u6709\u9047\u5230\u8fd9\u4e48\u6709\u8da3\u7684\u5566\uff0c\u4ef7\u683c\u4e5f\u
5f88\u4fbf\u5b9c\u3002Q\u541b\u89c6\u9891\u5b9e\u51b5\u4e00\u5468\u76ee\u8fc7\u6765\u7684\uff0c\u6ca1\u60f3\u523
0\u4e8c\u5468\u76ee\u7cbe\u5f69\u7a0b\u5ea6\u4e0d\u4f4e\u4e8e\u4e00\u5468\u76ee\uff0c\u6545\u4e8b\u5b8c\u5168\u4e
0d\u4e00\u6837\uff0c\u6709\u80fd\u529b\u7684\u90fd\u4e70\u4e00\u4e0b\uff0c\u652f\u6301\u4e0b\u3002\u3044\u3044\u
30b2\u30fc\u30e0\u3092\u4f5c\u3063\u3060\u3042\u308a\u304c\u3068\u3046\u3001\u811a\u672c\u306f\u3068\u3063\u306
6\u3082\u9762\u767d\u3055\u3001\u30d7\u30ed\u30c7\u30e5\u30fc\u30b5\u30fc\u306b\u4f1d\u3044\u3060\u306e\u3067\u
3001\u65e5\u672c\u8a9e\u3067\u66f8\u304d\u307e\u3057\u305f\u3001\u307e\u305f\u3001\u65b0\u3057\u3044\u4f5c\u54c
1\u306b\u3082\u6ce8\u76ee\u3057\u3066\u3044\u308b\u3002. I am a huge fan of Subnautica and couldn't wait to get my
hands on this! Below Zero is shaping up to be just as amazing. There is already some great gameplay, compelling story and
beautiful scenery. But keep in mind this game is very early access!

If you're like me and eager to immerse yourself back into the mesmerizing and terrifying waters of Planet 4546B, if you want to
help shape this great experience or if you simply want to get a better deal while financially supporting the dev team then buy it
now.
If you want the complete experience I would recommend you wait and get it on full release.. Beyond Distortions is extra content
for anyone who appreciate the progress of Distortions game development.
It includes video documentary, concept art, fanart, completed in-game journal, and making of contents.
Very warm-hearted DLC for supporting indie studio. It is pinball. Sort of.

Even at the cheap sale price, I cannot recommend it to fans of digital pinball games.

The tables are really bland, basic, low quality.
The physics are not "incredibly realistic". Exact opposite, actually.
The "mini-modes" consist of different overlays on your screen, to completely obscure the table, meaning you spam the [Shift]
buttons like mad, to try to keep balls in play that you can't see... because the overlay is opaque, not translucent or transparent.
Poke-and-hope is not good for a pinball game. All of the overlays for "combo", "ball saved" ect, alo block the table view, so you
cannot see it. Really poor, lazy design.
The voice actor is very difficult to understand... very obvious English is not a first, second, third, or even fourth language for the
fellow.
Achievements seem broken, as I have completed the first table (or so the game told me, 3 times), and the achievement does not
pop.

It does run okay on a 6 year old gaming desktop, but that is about all I can say positively about it. It's about the same low quality
as the dev's other games. (I would not have bought if I had checked into who made this, before buying it... my bad.) I
recommend you avoid this one, unless you really feel like wasting a few dollars on a boring, half-baked pinball wanna-be game..
After playing through the existing content to this point (April 24th update), I have the following opinion...

TLDR: Check it out if you liked the original, but the linear story and lack of challenge will leave you wanting. I personally
would not recommend playing it in its current state, as peeking behind the curtain on the story development completely ruined
my excitement for the game.

Pros:
1. Very familiar game play to Subnautica
2. Looks gorgeous
3. Sea Truck brings some interesting potential (Snow Fox is less interesting to me given the existing Terrain, and implies above-
ground exploration is going to be a real focus of this game, which is unfortunate)

Cons:
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1. Story -- this single-handedly ruins the game for me (see below)
2. No challenge -- again, hopefully this is a tuning phase to be addressed later, but at no point did it feel dangerous yet
3. Focus on above ground exploration -- despite the snow fox, above ground movement feels...static and uncomfortable.
4. Still given no reason to build a base (in fact, it's worse in Below Zero because there are many bases that already exist and the
story informs you that you can be rescued at any time, so building a semi-permanent building feels pointless.

Elaboration on story [spoilers!]:
My issue with the story is simple: I enjoyed Subnautica because I was allowed to explore on my own. I only had a the vague
intuition "just go deeper" to guide my exploration. It was exciting and compelling on it's own. I enjoyed balancing survival with
searching for survivors and uncovering the secrets of the precursors without being told exactly how to proceed. I'm not the type
to sit and read every little PDA entry, either, and I still found the logs\/radio broadcasts interesting and exciting motivation to
keep exploring.

With Below Zero, I feel like I'm playing a linear progression RPG so far (ie, being instructed to go from A to B to C), which is
not even kind of fun. For example, it's not interesting to have my sister direct me from the base station to the life pod to the
alien structure (where AL-AN is) to the bio-sample tool to the rocket. Even the unfinished hint was "Give player a reason to go
to Glacial Basin" is a further example of the fundamental problem: I don't want to be told where to go! If this is how the rest of
the story is planned, I will unlikely ever complete this game.

What's worse, is the story completely shatters the feeling that you're struggling for survival because you are literally in constant
contact with someone who can come get you at any time -- simply put, it is not as compelling as the minimalist predecessor,
especially given it's a sequel where you should be able to assume all players are intimately familiar with the concepts (story and
gameplay) from the original. Even giving the protagonist a voice itself is an awful design choice, in my opinion, as again it plays
more like a linear progression RPG instead now.

If you're like me and enjoyed Subnautica exactly because it felt open-ended in how to proceed (even if your choice was actually
a bit limited in reality, you just didn't know it the first time through), you're going to be driven nuts by the design choices for
Below Zero story. Hopefully they're still tightening things up, and\/or have some major twists coming that bring back more
familiar elements from the original. If not, it's going to be a "play once and go back to the original" kind of expansion.

I do not recommend playing this game in its current form.. This game is loads of fun, even though it can demolish people alot,
and the bosses are challenging yet memorable (sometimes for the worse) if you have the time i'd say go for it......also dont let the
game know your getting mad, then the game will win. That game have a potential, it may be greate racing manager!

But let me tell you what I don't like about this game.
1. Layout
- looks really cheap there is a lot of unessesery details i think it will looks better if it'll be more simple (to much everything,
good example is Football Manager, simple but good like CSS and HTML based webpage,. This is a manager game so make it
look serious!)
2. Gameplay
- Obviously game crashes,
- I don't feel any emotions while playing a season - definitely there should be something more, 2D simulation?
- I need tutorial or something that will explain statistics dependencies.
- More things to do - scouting, team and cars customisation, driver numbers.
- Different "racing series", youn "racing series, cups, championships"
- greater flow of information, intrigue, dips, promotions, interviews, scouting, testing young and new free agent drivers.
- Something real to compare - people love compare things in manager games, they love searching for better players, tactics etc.
- Chief engeener have tactics attribute - but there is no tactics. (I will be nice to set roles to drivers to increase chances to win or
make a better place for at least on driver)
- Tactics, trainings should be dependent on the player.

3. I thing that ceators should really check FM 2010 - 2014 that was that simplicity. Or even Speedway Challenge 2016, Pro
cycling Manager - i felt some emotions while playing those games.

Simplicity + a DELICATE accent of racing aesthetics = visual cure!
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More divers in a race + different leagues and cups + team and cars customisation + Let me feel emotions about my team and
rivalisation + I would like to know how to play this game (in game manager assistant to hire?) + If more than 1 driver in race
than each driver can have different role in a race (to increase chance to win one of those team drivers) + I have really a lot more
ideas about this early stage game + I have trust in you Developers! Good Luck and a lot of good ideas, don't be afraid to make
changes!

I hope you will read that dear creators. Sorry for my eng.

ps. Logo is perfect - Layout in game should be more like logo (colors, dynamics, simplicyity) beacause it looks really cool and
that could create a connection between great logo and in game visual contetnt.
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This is great!
The same gameplay as the boardgrame, but you save a buttload of time from not having to fiddle with the five million tokens all
the time. Also no arguing about the rules; Even more time saved! Playtime has gone from 2 hours to 20 minutes with this digital
version.

Online multiplayer is a bit dicky to set up, though, so you'll need 20 minutes of preparation before you can play the first time.
(You need to make a days-of-wonder-account.). I will definitely be checking in on this game with every patch. With all the
silliness and weird clipping through walls, I couldnt stop laughing.

The highlight of my playing this game was the session where I clipped through the floor, way out of the map, made may way
back by swimming through the nether, just to flop around the floor trying to angle a undermounted grenade launcher at the
police while wearing my top hat, monocle and handle bar mustache. And I cant forget trying to use a grappling hook, which
made me feel a lot like Spider-Shark.. Viktor is based on my friend on Discord, not much more that needs to be said, very good
game. 10\/10. They did spell my friends name wrong though, which I find quite amusing.. The Last Birdling is not for the faint
of heart. -My own being one of those. I had bouts of crying, shouting at my monitor and constantly feeling distressed and
unnerved. The Last Birdling is part horror, part thriller and part love, and it\u2019s up to you and your choices which will have
the strongest impact on the 5 possible conclusions. Our two female protagonists in this fantasy fable is the birdling Bimona
(Bibi), and the human Tayo (Yoyo). Birdlings are a humanoid race with many of the characteristics of birds, and them and
humans don\u2019t mix. In fact, a war, a few decades past, made humans kill out all the birdlings to the very brink of
extinction. When Yoyo and Bibi have a chance meeting deep in the forest as kids, an unlikely strong bond and growing love
takes hold of both them and our now branching story. -And it really is a great tale, in all it\u2019s gory detail. With everything
you\u2019ll need from a great visual novel, from great music, really great art, lots of save spots, gallery, ingame encyclopedia
etc., there really is nothing at all I can fault with The Last Bridling\u2026 well maybe a frayed heart.. I've played These Nights
in Cairo first not knowing this studio also had another game. I finally decided to give it a try.

Pro :
- Pretty artstyle and attractive character designs
- Nice backgrounds and unlockable scene's
- Interesting lore and world building. I'd like more games of this studio set in this world in the future.

Cons :
- The music was forgetable and the background noises were too loud and distracting
- The overall story doesn't change much depending on which romance option you pick
- Not enough depth and character development, all the guys were typical stereotypes
- The mystery element was predictable
- It was too short

Despite the cons I'd still recommend this game. It was fun to play and skip option made it easy to get all the endings without
having to go through it all repeadedly.. So far I've found 4 keys and not been able to progress past the first part because none
seem to fit the cupboard. I also lost my flashlight when it fell through the floor and departed from the universe. Still, I will wait
for the bug fixes beacuse this game is edgy as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and I'm a sucker for escape games.. The
first time I bought Tropico I was looking for something different. Tired of the same old shoot-em-up stuff. Tropico had just
come on the market and looked interesting. I was supprised at how much fun it was. i found it very addictive and ended up
spending a lot of time in it. I tryed Tropico Pirate's cove but couldn't get into it. I saw that Tropico 3 had gone back to more the
way it was and I wanted to play it again so I bought it. I am not sorry I did. There are some things I don't care as much for but
overall I think it is a great game. I would recomend this to anyone.. WHEN YOU PLAY A GAME ABOUT BEING A
COCKROACH YOU DONT THINK IT WILL BE SUPER FUN, BUT HAVE YOU EVER WANTED TO BE A
COCKROACH THAT SHOT LAZERS? HERES MY PLAY https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=A76zyDgzhi0. I really like
this game, but im stuck in the map #54.
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